We introduce canonical correlation forests (CCFs), a new decision tree ensemble method for classification. Individual canonical correlation trees are binary decision trees with hyperplane splits based on canonical correlation components. Unlike axis-aligned alternatives, the decision surfaces of CCFs are not restricted to the coordinate system of the input features and therefore more naturally represent data with correlation between the features. Additionally we introduce a novel alternative to bagging, the projection bootstrap, which maintains use of the full dataset in selecting split points. CCFs do not require parameter tuning and our experiments show that they significantly out-perform axis-aligned random forests and other state-of-the-art tree ensemble methods.
Introduction
Decision tree ensemble methods such as random forests [1] , extremely randomized trees [2] , rotation forests [3] and boosted decision trees [4] are widely employed methods for classification and regression due to their scalability, fast out of sample prediction and tendency to require little parameter tuning. In many cases they are capable of giving predictive performance close to, or even equalling, state of the art when used in an out-of-box fashion. In this paper we introduce canonical correlation forests (CCFs), a new tree ensemble method for classification where the individual canonical correlation trees (CCTs) use hyperplane splits based on the feature projections from a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [5] between the input features and class labels. Unlike many previous oblique (i.e. non axis-aligned) decision tree methods, CCFs are equally suited to both binary and multi-class classification. CCA is carried out in a numerically stable and efficient way, avoiding the numerical issues encountered by standard implementations of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) in oblique decision trees. We also introduce the projection bootstrap, a novel alternative to the bagging scheme used by many tree ensemble methods for decorrelating the prediction of individual trees. Open source code for implementation of the CCF method is available online 1 
.
A decision tree is a predictive model that imposes sequential divisions of an input space to form a set of partitions known as leafs, each containing a local classification or regression model. Out of sample prediction is performed by using the partitioning structure to assign a data point to a particular leaf and then using the corresponding local predictive model. Typically the leaf models are taken to be independent of each other and the class labels are assumed to be independent of input features given the leaf assignments.
Classical decision tree learning algorithms work in a greedy top down fashion, exhaustively searching the possible space of axis-aligned unique split points and choosing the best based on a splitting criterion, such as the Gini gain or information gain used in CART [6] and C4.5 [7] respectively. This process continues until no further split is advantageous or some user-set limit is reached (i.e. a minimum number of points for an internal leaf). For classification with continuous features this demonstrates that averaging over oblique decision trees leads to "smoother" decision surfaces which better represents the data than the axis aligned equivalent.
typically only occurs once each leaf is "pure," containing only data points of a single class. When used as individual classifiers, trees are usually "pruned" after being grown to prevent overfitting, though as found by Ho [8] this is not usually advantageous in forests.
It was established by Ho [8] that combining individual trees to form a decision forest can simultaneously improve predictive performance and provide regularization against over-fitting. In a forest, each tree is separately trained, with predictions based on a voting system across the ensemble. As classical decision tree algorithms are deterministic procedures, such combination requires the introduction of probabilistic elements into the generative process to prevent identical trees. The random subspace method used by Ho (refined in a later paper [9] ) involves only searching splits along a randomly selected subset of the features at each node. Breiman [10] proposed the alternative scheme of bagging in which each each predictor is trained on a bootstrap sample of the original dataset. Breiman later combined these schemes to great effect in his random forest (RF) algorithm [1] . RFs have since become very popular across many fields, largely due to their ability to generate good performance when used in an out of box fashion.
As shown in figure 1 , the decision surfaces of finite ensembles of axis-aligned decision trees are restricted to be piecewise axis aligned, even when there is little evidence for this in the data. Naturally this restriction is often detrimental, particularly when the quantity of training data is small or when prediction is required outside the convex hull of the training data. Breiman [1] demonstrated that splitting using random linear combinations of features can alleviate this issue and give a slight performance improvement, but he did not investigate alternative feature combination methods.
Prior to the development of random forests, significant research was made into oblique decision trees. Their core idea was to find splits based on the best combination of the available features, either attempting to directly optimize for the hyperplane representing the best partition, such as in OC1 [11] , or carrying out a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to find a projection which optimizes some discriminant criterion and then searching over possible splits in this projected space, such as functional trees [12] and QUEST [13] . Although these generally produced better results than single axis aligned trees, there were a number of common issues such as a failure to effectively deal with multiple classes and numerical instability in the LDA procedure. Most also carried out a simplified version of LDA, making the assumption that the classes are normally distributed with the same covariance, as opposed to Fisher's original linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) [14] which simply finds the hyperplane that maximises the ratio of the between class variance and the within class variance without these assumptions.
Lemmond et al [15] and Menze et al [16] both introduce the idea of creating forests of oblique decision trees using splits based on LDA projections. Neither method is applicable to multi-class classification and neither carries out the LDA in a manner that is both numerically stable and computationally efficient. The latter paper also introduce the idea of carrying out LDA as a ridge regression, where there is regularization towards the principle component directions. However, their results suggest no advantage is gained by this regularization.
Rotation forests [3] instead apply probabilistic rotations based around principle component analysis to the original coordinate system, so that different trees are trained in a different coordinate system. Although rotation forests give significant improvements over RF and AdaBoost [17] , they do not use feature sub spacing and so all features are considered for splitting at every node, leading to a very computationally expensive algorithm relative to RF for more than a modest number of features.
Canonical Correlation Forests

Forest Definition and Notation
Although the model we introduce can easily be extended to regression problems, our focus will be on classification. Our aim will be to predict classes labels y n ∈ {1, . . . , K} given a vector of input features x n ∈ R D for each data point n ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We will denote the set of labels Y = {y n } N n=1 and the set of feature vectors X = {x n } N n=1 . Let T = {t i } i=1...L denote a forest comprised of binary trees t i , where L is a user set parameter dictating the ensemble size. The model operates in a train / test fashion in which T is learnt using training data and out of sample predictions are made independently of the training data conditioned on T . Each individual tree t = {Ψ, Θ} is defined by a set of discriminant nodes Ψ = {ψ j } j∈J \∂J and a set of leaf nodes Θ = {θ j } j∈∂J where J ⊂ Z ≥0 is a set of node indices and ∂J ⊆ J is the subset of leaf node indices. Each discriminant node is defined by the tuple ψ j = {χ j,1 , χ j,2 , φ j , s j } where {χ j,1 , χ j,2 } ⊆ J \j are the two child node ids, φ j ∈ R D is a weight vector used to project the input features and s j is the point at which the splitting occurs in the projected space X T φ j . Note that for orthogonal trees only a single element of φ j will be non-zero, whereas oblique trees will have multiple non-zero elements. Let B (j, t) denote the partition of the input space associated with node j such that B (0, t) = R D and B (j, t) = B (χ j,1 , t) ∪ B (χ j,2 , t). The partitioning procedure is then defined such that
Thus Ψ defines a hierarchical partitioning procedure that deterministically assigns data points to leaf nodes, with prediction then based on the corresponding local leaf model. Although more complicated leaf models are possible (e.g. logistic regression models [12] ), in this paper we only consider the case where the leaf models are deterministic assignment to a particular class, thus θ j ∈ {1, . . . , K} ∀j ∈ ∂J .
Slightly abusing notation, let t i (x n ) ∈ I 1×K denote a 1-of-K encoding for the prediction of data point n by tree i. Under the equal weighted voting scheme used, the vector
represents the predictive probabilities across classes assigned by the forest.
Canonical Correlation Analysis
For W ∈ R n×d and V ∈ R n×k , CCA [5] produces ν max = min (rank (W ) , rank (V )) pairs of coefficients {A ν , B ν } ν∈{1,...,νmax} such that
and subsequent coefficients are defined by the same optimization with the additional constraint that the new canonical correlation components, W A ν and V B ν where ν ∈ {2, . . . , ν max }, must be uncorrelated with the previous components. Therefore CCA deterministically gives the sets of projections that maximises the correlation between two matrices. Note that CCA is a co-ordinate free process that is unaffected by rotation, translation or global scaling of the input vectors W and V . A more complete overview of CCA is provided in the supplementary material.
Canonical Correlation Forest Training Algorithm
CCFs are formed of ensembles CCTs. A CCT is an oblique decision tree trained by using CCA to find feature projections that give the maximum correlation between the features and a coordinate free representation of the class labels and then select the best split in this projected space. Formally given array X and a 1-of-K encoding of the class labels Y ∈ R N ×1 → Y ∈ I N ×K , where Y nk = 1 indicates point n belongs to class k, we calculate
where Φ are the canonical coefficients corresponding to X. For node j, the split projection vector φ j is taken as the column of Φ for which the best split occurred during training and s j as the corresponding best split point in Xφ j . The process of finding the best split projection vector and split point combination corresponds to the function FINDBESTSPLIT(·) in Algorithm 2 which also returns a gain representing that value of split criterion for the selected split relative to if the node were a leaf. Note that the CCA is only required during the training phase with the splitting rule (1) used directly for out of sample prediction. Algorithm 1 gives a step by step process for the generation of a CCF. We use ← to denote assignment and MATLAB notation with subscript parentheses for indexing Algorithm 1 Canonical correlation forest training algorithm
such that a colon indicates all the values along a dimension, a vector index indicates assignment to the corresponding subarray and the notation : \i indicates all the indices except those in set i.
Although the CCF training algorithm still employs feature subspacing in the same way as RF, it does not use bagging 2 . Instead we introduce the projection bootstrap which calculates Φ using a local bootstrap sample of the data points {X , Y }, but then searches over possible splits in the projected space XΦ using the original dataset {X, Y} such that no information is discarded in the choice of {φ j , s j } given Φ. Prior to running the CCA, the bootstrap sample is tested to ensure it contains more than one class and more than two unique data points. If there is only a single class or one unique point, one can either just assign the node to be a leaf or replace the bootstrap sample with the original data when this does not have the same degeneracy. We found that either can be
Set current node index j to an unique node identifier (0 for root node) 3: Sample δ ⊆ D j by taking min λ, D j samples without replacement from D j 4: While δ contains features without variation, eliminate these from D j and δ and resample 5: γ = δ mapped to the column indices of X j in accordance with the 1-of-K encoding of X c
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preferable depending on the dataset but take the latter as the default behaviour as this performed better on average. If there are two unique points the discriminant projection is set to be the vector between the two points, as shown in line 14 of Algorithm 2, instead of carrying out a CCA and the process continues as normal. The process of assigning a label to leaf, i.e. the LABEL(Y ) function in Algorithm 2, is simply the most populous class at the label. In the event of a tie, the function assigns the most populous of the tied classes at the parent node, recursing up the tree if required.
Data Preprocessing
The format of our forest definition given in Section 2.1 requires the data to be in numerical form. Ordered categorical features can be simply converted to numerical features based on the order. For unordered categorical features x c ∈ S, where S represents the space of arbitrary qualitative attributes, we use a 1-of-K encoding. To ensure equal probability of selecting categorical and numerical features, the expanded binary array of each categorical feature is still treated as a single feature for the purposes of feature subspacing.
As described in lines 3-4 of Algorithm 1, we suggest converting data points to their corresponding zscores as a preprocessing step. Although this will make no direct change to the canonical correlation components (as CCA is unaffected by affine transformations of the features), it does effect the rank reduction used in ensuring the numerically stability of CCA as discussed in Section 2.5. Missing data is dealt with by setting its value to the training data mean (note the mean and standard deviations are calculated disregarding missing values).
Numerically Stable CCA
The closed form solution for CCA based on eigenvectors, given for example by Borga [18] , can be numerically unstable as it requires inversion of the potentially degenerate covariance matrices. For example, if their are more features than data points the covariance matrix is certain to be degenerate.
Given the sequential partitioning of data in a decision tree, such degeneracy will become common as the tree depth increases, even if the covariances for the complete dataset are not degenerate. However, Björck and Golub [19] demonstrated that the solution for CCA can also be found in a numerically stable way. For both inputs, a QR decomposition with pivoting is carried out such that for input W , QR = W P where Q is a unitary matrix, R is an upper triangular matrix and P is a pivot matrix such that the diagonal elements of the R matrices are of decreasing magnitude. If ζ = max i :
is the number of non-zero main diagonal terms of zero within some tolerance, then the first ζ columns of Q will describe an orthonormal basis for the span of W . Therefore by applying the reductions Q ← Q ( : , 1 : ζ) and R ← R (1 : ζ, 1 : ζ), then Q R will be a pivoted reduction of W that is full rank and R will be invertible. The algorithm then proceeds with the reduced matrices Q and R to carry out the CCA in a numerical stable manner, full details are provided in the supplementary material. Although for analytical application then the rank tolerance parameter ε should be taken as 0 + , we recommend taking a finite value (we use ε = 10 −4 ) to guard against numerical error and because this can act as a regularization term against individual splits overfitting the inputs. Note that packaged applications of this algorithm are available, for example CANONCORR in MATLAB, but in general these do not allow ε to be set manually.
Experiments
To investigate the predictive performance of CCFs, we ran comparison tests against the common state-of-the-art algorithms random forest (RF) and rotation forest over a broad variety of datasets. The results show that CCFs significantly outperformed both methods, creating a new benchmark in classification accuracy for out-of-box decision tree ensembles. In addition to comparing to these state-of-the-art methods, we also compared to a reduced version of our algorithm where we use tree bagging, as per RF, as an alternative to the projection bootstrap. We refer to this method as CCF-Bag. It should be noted that the rotation forest algorithm is a considerably more computationally expensive algorithm than the other methods as discussed in Section 4.1. For each method the ensemble was composed of L = 200 trees, noting that as RF converge with increasing L [1], the selection of L need only be based on computational budget. Each tree used the information gain split criterion of C4.5 [7] as the basis for choosing the best split, as is the default for WEKA's [20] implementaions of RF and Rotation Forest. Although we also tried the Gini split criterion (the split criterion in MATLABs TREEBAGGER function and Breiman's original [1] implementation) for RFs and CCFs, we found that the information gain based split criterion dominated in both cases and so we omit the results from these tests. The RF, CCF-Bag and CCF algorithms were all implemented in MATLAB and we set the parameter for the number of features to sample at each step to λ = CEIL(log 2 (D r + D c ) + 1) (note this is based on the number of features prior to the binary expansion of categorical features), with the exception that we set λ = 2 when D r + D c = 3 so that random subspacing and CCA can both be employed. Rotation Forests were implemented in WEKA with the same number of trees and the default options except that we used binary, unpruned, trees and set the minimum number of instances per leaf 1. In addition to keeping the implementation of rotation forest as consistent as possible with the other algorithms, these settings dominated rotation forests of the same size with the default options over a single cross validation. As recommended by Rodriguez et al [3] , 1-of-K encoding was used for non-ordianl features for rotation forests (note rotation forests do not then treat them differently to ordinal variables).
For each dataset, 15 different 10-fold cross-validation tests were performed. The majority of the 37 datasets were taken from the UCI machine learning database [21] with the exceptions of the ORL face recognition dataset [22] , the Polyadenylation Signal Prediction (polya) dataset [23] and the artificial spiral dataset from figure 1. Summaries of the datasets along with the results are given in Table 1 . Note for the vowel-c dataset the sex and identifier for the speaker are included whereas these are omitted for the vowel-n dataset which is otherwise identical. The wholesale-c and wholesale-r datasets correspond to predicting the channel and region attributes respectively. Table 2 shows a summary of results over all the datasets, giving the number of datasets for which the performance of one dataset was significantly better than another at the 1% level of a Wilcoxon As shown by Menze et al [16] , RFs often struggle on data with highly correlated features. CCA naturally incorporates information about feature correlations, therefore CCFs do not suffer the same issues as demonstrated by their superior performance on the highly correlated hill valley datasets. Although rotation forests can account for global correlations, each tree is orthogonal in the transformed space and therefore they cannot adapt to local correlations in the way which CCFs can. This is demonstrated by the spirals dataset, where rotation forests gave, on average, nearly four times as many misclassifications as CCFs. Further discussion is provided in the supplementary material.
Discussion
For the wholesale-r dataset none of the methods improved on simply predicting the most populous class (this gives a misclassification rate of 28.18%), with CCFs giving significantly worse performance than this (30.56%). Therefore care may be required for datasets with no discernible structure.
Computational Complexity
Although the exact computational complexity of the method is non-trivial, in general the cost of CCA is not significantly greater than that of the partitioning process, provided λ is set as a logarithmic factor of number of features. In particular both increase linearly with the number of data points. Direct time comparison with RF is impractical due to the differing software packages. However, as we found that the proportion of training time spent on CCA for each dataset was on average around 1/6 and never more than 1/4 and the average tree size was similar to RFs, we assert that practically training of CCFs has similar computational cost to RFs. Further, if K < λ the number of dimensions searched over for splitting is less than in RFs and therefore CCFs may in fact be faster.
Rotation forest training requires each tree to search the full set of features and therefore is exponentially more expensive in the number of features than RFs and CCFs. This makes their implementation impractical for datasets with more than a modest number of features, as demonstrated by the ORL dataset for which we were unable to train a rotation forest, experiencing both memory issues and a train time that was more than all of the other datasets combined.
Relationship with LDA
As shown by, for example, De la Torre [24] , CCA with 1-of-K class encoding is exactly equivalent to Rao's [25] extension of FLDA to the multi-class case. We have presented our work as the former because we believe that considering uncorrelated sets of co-projections which maximise correlation between features and classes labels is an intuitive way to understand the multiple solutions from a multi-class FLDA and because of the relative ease of carrying out CCA in a numerically stable fashion. Since our development of CCFs, we became aware of recent similar work by Zhang and Suganthan [26] whose LDA-RF method is similar to CCF-Bag. Aside from the large improvements we have shown by using projection bootstrapping instead of bagging, we believe our method has a number of other advantages over their method. Firstly their method of dealing with categorical features by carrying out LDA on all possible permutations can lead to combinatorial computational complexity and therefore will be intractable when the number of categorical features is large. We found our choice of λ lead to better results in addition to its preferable computational complexity for large data. Finally, their method of carrying out LDA by finding the generalized eigenvectors of the between-class and within-class scatter matrices can easily become numerically unstable.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced canonical correlation forests, a new decision tree ensemble learning scheme that creates a new performance benchmark for out-of-box tree ensemble classifiers, despite being significantly less computationally expensive than some of the previously best alternatives. This performance is based on two core innovations: the use of a numerically stable CCA for generating projections along which the trees split and a novel new alternative to bagging, the projection bootstrap, which retains the full dataset for split selection in the projected space.
As it is the aim of the CCF method to operate in a parameter free context, we have made no attempt to adjust any algorithm operation between datasets and have made little investigation as to whether our choices of default parametrisation are in fact the best. The method is fully compatible with alternative meta schemes such as boosting or training each tree on a rotated coordinate system, such as done for rotation forests. Zhang and Suganthan's [26] RF-ensemble extension could also easily be applied to CCFs and might offer further improvement. Weighted voting schemes for trees such as Bayesian model combination [27] and similarity based schemes [28] would directly apply to CCFs and may also offer improvement at the cost of additional complexity, computational time and in some cases the need for additional parameter adjustment. All the concepts introduced should also directly apply to random forest regression models, providing a natural extension.
A Canonical Correlation Analysis
A.1 Overview
Let us consider applying a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [5] between the arbitrary arrays W ∈ R n×d and V ∈ R n×k and let a ∈ R d×1 , a 2 = 1 and b ∈ R k×1 , b 2 = 1 be arbitrary vectors on the (d − 1)-hypersphere and (k − 1)-hypersphere respectively. Denote the set of solutions for the canonical coefficients as {A ν , B ν } ν∈{1,...,νmax} where each A ν and B ν are in the space of a and b respectively and ν max = min (rank (W ) , rank (V )). Note if both ranks are zero then ν max = 1.
The first pair of canonical coefficients are given by
and the corresponding canonical correlation components are given by W A 1 and V B 1 . The second pair of canonical coefficients, {A 1 , B 1 } is given by the solution to (6) under the additional constraints that new components are uncorrelated with the previous components:
This process continues up to ν max times with all new components uncorrelated with the previous components, to produce a full set of canonical coefficients. Therefore a CCA will provide a set of independent pairs of vectors A and B which give the pairs of projections that maximum correlation between two matrices. Note that CCA is a co-ordinate free process that is unaffected by rotation, translation or global scaling of the input vectors W and V .
As shown by, for example, Borga [18] , the solution of CCA has a closed form. Namely the coefficients satisfy the eigenvector problems
where Σ W W , Σ V V and Σ W V = Σ T V W are the covariance of W , covariance of V and cross covariance of W and V respectively. The common eigenvalues, which correspond to the squares of the canonical correlations ρ ν , make the pairing between the coefficients of W and V apparent and the order of the coefficients is found by the corresponding decreasing order of the canonical correlations, ρ 1 ≥ ρ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ ρ νmax . The core idea of the algorithm is that reducing q w , q v , r w and r v such that r w and r v is full rank, ensures that r w and r v are invertible. Further as the r matrices are upper triangular, the coefficient calculation of line 10 can be simply calculated by back substitution without the need for inversion.
A.2 Numerically Stable Solution
Algorithm 3 Numerically Stable CCA 1: Inputs: w ∈ R N ×D , v ∈ R N ×K , ε ∈ [0 + , 1 − ] 2: µ w = 1 N n=1:N w (n,:) , µ v = 1 N n=1:N v (n,:) , 3: w (:,d) ← w (:,d) − µ w (d) ∀d ∈ {1, . . . , D} , v (:,k) ← v (:,k) − µ v (k) ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K} 4: [q w , r w , p w ] = QR(w), [q v , r v , p v ] = QR(v) 5: ζ w = max i : r w (i,i) < ε r w (1,1) , ζ v = max i : r v (i,i) < ε r v (1,1) 6: q w ← q w (:,1:ζ w ) , r w ← r w (1:ζ w ,1:ζ w ) , q v ← q v (:,1:ζ v ) , r v ← r v (1:ζ v ,1:ζ v ) 7: ν max = min (ζ w , ζ v ) 8: [u, Ω, z] = SVD((q w ) T q v
B Additional Experiments and Discussion
B.1 Inverted Cross Validation
To investigate the performance of CCFs on datasets containing few data points relative to the complexity of the underlying structure, we carried out inverted cross validations, training on one fold and testing on the other nine. 15 such tests were carried out, using the same folds as the original cross validation. Table 3 gives the results on each of the individual datasets and Table 4 gives a summary of the significant victories and losses. A further point of note is that on the fertility and wholesale-r datasets all the methods performed significantly worse than just predicting the most populous class, giving misclassification rates of 12% and 28.2% respectively with CCFs performing particularly poorly. This suggests that some sort of regularization, for example pruning of trees or incorporating information about the overall class ratios, might be beneficial for some datasets.
B.2 Effect of Correlation
As shown by Menze et al [16] , RFs often struggle on data with highly correlated features. As CCA naturally incorporates information about correlations, we expect CCFs to be more robust. To investigate this formally we used the following method of artificially correlating the data:
1. Process categorical features and convert to z-scores as described in section 2.4.
2. Create a new random feature X (D+1,n) ∼ N (0, κ) , ∀n = 1, . . . , N . Note that κ will control the degree of correlation added. As shown in figure 2 , this transformation has no effect on the accuracy of CCFs, whereas the accuracy of RF slowly decreases as the correlation increases until it reaches an accuracy equivalent to random prediction. The use of PCA means rotation forests exhibit similar robustness to global correlations as CCFs. Note that for these tests we take the tolerance parameter of the CCA, ε, to be 10 −12 on the basis that for large κ the added terms can dwarf the original data and cause canonical components corresponding to original data to be eliminated in the rank reduction.
(a) Banknote We postulate that CCFs are better than rotation forests at incorporating class dependent correlations because the rotation step in a rotation forests does not incorporate any class information other than in the random elimination of classes. Further, individual trees in a rotation forest are orthogonal and therefore cannot incorporate spatial variation in correlation. The self similar nature of the growth algorithm for CCTs on the other hand, means that the local correlations of a partition can be incorporated as naturally as the global correlations. To investigate these suggestions formally, we tested performance on compound datasets in which localized and class dependent correlations had been artificially added as described below:
1. Create a replica of a dataset, assigning classes such that if a point has class k in the original dataset, it has class k + K in the replica.
2. Independently apply the artificial correlations discussed earlier in this section to both the original data and the replica.
3. Add a scalar constant, β, to every feature of every data point in the replica dataset to separate the replica points from the originals.
4. Carry out the selected algorithm using the compound dataset formed by the union of the original data and the replica.
We tested the effect of this transformation on the datasets where CCFs had lost significantly to rotation forests in the original tests so that any victories should be a direct consequence of introducing the correlations (though there may be small effects from the increased number of classes). We performed a single crossfold validation, taking β = 2000 and κ = 100. The results, given in Table 5 , show that CCFs only experienced a small loss of accuracy on all of the datasets, whereas there was a large loss of accuracy in all cases for RFs and for some of the datasets for rotation forests. 
